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Abstract. By the end of 2015, approximately 6300 million tons (Mt) of plastic waste had 8 

been generated globally, but less than 10% of plastics was recycled (Geyer et al., 2017). Since 9 

different types of plastics have various degrees of recyclability, consumer information about 10 

plastic product recyclability is paramount in order to increase the levels of plastic recycled. 11 

Against this context, the objective of this work is to define a plastic credit system to increase 12 

the amount of recyclable plastics. The plastic credit system assigns credit information to each 13 

plastic product and its corresponding company based on the percentage recyclability value of 14 

the plastic type and its composition. The methodology proposed is based on a unified and 15 

transparent credit system established by a double-chain system, which comprises a public 16 

blockchain CreditChain and a consortium blockchain M-InfoChain. The results show through 17 

the overall system performance analysis that the designed plastic credit system is capable of 18 

promoting a demand shift towards plastic products with higher plastic recyclability and 19 

achieving a lightweight operation for resource requirements and system maintenance. 20 

Keywords: Plastic waste, consortium blockchain, demand shift, consensus coordination. 21 

1. Introduction 22 

The dramatic increase in global plastic pollution is highly worrying for citizens worldwide 23 

who are concerned about the environment and economic sustainability (Deviatkin et al., 2019). 24 

Plastic waste has become one of the most formidable environmental problems of our age, and 25 

solving it without increasing other environmental burdens will require approaches that tackle 26 

wider concerns around the unsustainable use of resources (Zheng et al., 2005; Ayeleru et al., 27 

2020). Dealing with plastic waste is expensive and requires collection, preprocessing, recycling, 28 

etc. (Siddique et al., 2008; Rochman et al., 2013). Current waste management methods, 29 
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including recycling (Dodbiba et al., 2008), incineration (Rajendran et al., 2013), and landfill 30 

(Hopewell et al., 2009) for plastic waste types such as PE, PET, HDPE, PVC, etc. are already 31 

being analyzed using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and various economic assessments 32 

(Verghese and Grant, 2005; Bernardo et al., 2016; Antelava et al., 2019; Deviatkin et al., 2019; 33 

Bahij et al., 2020). However, at present, recycling technologies and waste management systems 34 

do not yet record the impacts due to the amounts of plastic waste being generated (Fletcher and 35 

Mackay, 1996).  36 

Encouraging customers to reduce single use plastic consumption and motivating plastic 37 

producers to produce more recyclable plastics are essential to the health of the global 38 

environment, especially marine life (Van Rensburg et al., 2020). However, purely relying on 39 

conventional approaches and technologies for handling plastic waste is not effective in 40 

eliminating hazardous plastic waste in the environment (Horodytska et al., 2019). Important to 41 

our study is the fact that more than 20 different recycling labels for plastic alone exist in the 42 

market, and customers are confused about which plastic products are recyclable and which 43 

products are actually recycled (Whitman and Begin, 2017; Rackovan et al., 2018; Tomlinson, 44 

2019). The information provided to customers is often unclear, leading to reported confusion 45 

and mistrust where there is lack of standardization and accountability with individual brands 46 

that create their own labels and claims without third party certification (Aschehoug et al., 2013). 47 

Rising public awareness and concern about plastics has prodded organizations and companies 48 

to clearly communicate their packaging information, given that clear plastics labelling is a 49 

powerful way to help consumers buy more recyclable and recycled products and to dispose of 50 

them correctly (Faraca et al., 2019). By so doing, consumers would benefit from a unified 51 
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system for measuring the real value of plastic products in terms of its recyclability in order for 52 

“the good quality plastic product to drive out the bad” (Rolnick and Weber, 1986). To address 53 

the problem of ambiguous plastic labeling, this paper proposes a credit system based on the 54 

quality of the plastic. From the outset, however, this study finds that the main challenge behind 55 

the credit system is the engendering of trust between customers and plastic product 56 

manufacturers, and among plastic producers and manufacturers of goods which use plastic, 57 

where neither verification of actual plastic usage nor credit authenticity in this process can yet 58 

take place. A transparent and secure platform for generating and checking credit information is 59 

therefore essential in the plastic management system. 60 

At present, most credit systems nevertheless rely on a centralized infrastructure and imply 61 

the involvement of a trusted third party (Dongyu et al., 2012). For example, UK packaging 62 

regulations require businesses to finance the recycling of plastics by purchasing recycling 63 

evidence notes (PRN) (Bailey et al., 2004). Large companies or organizations need to be 64 

responsible for the plastics they make, use, or sell, and the note is issued by a third accredited 65 

party, a reprocessor, as evidence of the receipt of a certain tonnage of packaging waste. However, 66 

such a centralized system generally has significant drawbacks, such as a crisis of trust caused 67 

by recycling information asymmetry and information that can be tampered with easily. 68 

Decentralization can solve this problem by providing an immutable record within a trusted 69 

environment. Blockchain provides the equitable management of credit information and 70 

interface for the public to check on a secure distributed ledger book (Ølnes et al., 2017). 71 

Decentralization in blockchain offers new structures for collaboration and technological 72 

solutions where people take accountability for the credit that is shared among large groups of 73 
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people (Treleaven et al., 2017). Thus, blockchain-based plastic credit leverages the following 74 

aspects of blockchain technology by: 75 

(1) Eliminating a trusted intermediary and building trust among stakeholders. 76 

(2) Providing immutable records of credit generation from plastic 77 

producers/manufacturers and transparent credit history for customers to check. 78 

(3) Having a lightweight infrastructure capable of accommodating the plastic production 79 

and plastic waste management industry. 80 

In this context, we propose a blockchain-based PlasticChain for managing the plastic credit 81 

for plastic products/companies. In a PlasticChain system customers are able to retrieve credit 82 

information as a reference before choosing a product. Plastic producers and product 83 

manufacturers can publish means of production contracts and plastic production information to 84 

form a self-regulated body that can check the information’s validity. In fact, it is expected that, 85 

with the increasing number of public users participating in managing the plastic waste, there 86 

will be large-scale enquiry requests. However, plastic producers and product manufacturers 87 

require a fair and transparent platform to continuously audit plastic production’s recyclability 88 

and quantity (Laurent et al., 2014). Therefore, this system includes a public sub-blockchain for 89 

interfacing with customers where a consortium sub-blockchain is adopted in the community of 90 

producers and manufacturers. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as 91 

follows: 92 

(1) A blockchain-based plastic credit management system is proposed to provide 93 

a unified and trustworthy credit system for evaluating plastic product recyclability for 94 

customers (plastic product buyers and used plastic buyers) to check credit information 95 
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and aid the purchasing decisions. 96 

(2) By introducing the potential of the market, consumers can benefit from the 97 

PlasticChain system by verifying the recyclability of plastic products and encouraging 98 

the sale and production of recyclable plastics. 99 

(3) PlasticChain separates the public user interface from intra-production users 100 

who can efficiently reduce communication overhead and computation costs with an 101 

increasing number of public users.  102 

(4) By proposing Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)-based consensus 103 

coordination process on M-InfoChain, plastic production information can be checked 104 

and audited by all consortium members to ensure the record validity and authenticity. 105 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, the system model for the blockchain-106 

enabled plastic credit management system is presented. In Section 4, the details of the proposed 107 

plastic credit scheme are described. Thereafter, the system economic impact and performance 108 

evaluation are presented in Section 5, and conclusions round out the paper in Section 6. 109 

2. Theoretical background discussion 110 

The theoretical background for the plastic credit system design will be discussed from two 111 

aspects. The first subsection covers current waste management methods with different 112 

economic instruments. The second subsection presents the blockchain infrastructure design 113 

choices for different applications. 114 

2.1 Waste Management Methods 115 

In order to promote waste prevention, government and local authorities have also proposed 116 

economic instruments, including taxes, fees and charges, Deposit-Refund Systems (DRS), 117 
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subsidies, a tradable permit system, and so on (Hogg et al., 2011). These instruments use 118 

different economic models to stimulate municipal waste prevention and improve resource 119 

efficiency. A general waste prevention summary for each instrument with its corresponding 120 

economic model is shown in the Table 1.  121 

Economic 

Instrument Type 

Features Limitations Product examples Application 

cases/projects 

Taxes, Fees and 

Charges (Walker 

et al., 2020) 

• Levied to the cost 

associated with the 

provision of a service 

• Low compliance 

cost 

• Requires highly 

formulated taxes for 

the market 

• Unfair 

competition and 

additional burdens on 

companies 

• Disposal Tax 

• Packaging Tax 

• Variable VAT 

Charge 

• … 

DVR charging in 

the Netherlands 

(Van Beukering et 

al., 2009) 

Deposit-Refund 

Systems (Suter et 

al., 2019) 

• Encourage the 

return of the materials 

• Increase the use of 

refillables and avoid 

harmful chemicals being 

mobilized 

 

• Lack of a strong 

waste prevention 

component to DRS 

• The system could 

only focus on the 

return of recyclable 

items 

• Beverage 

Containers 

• Products (e.g. 

tires) 

 

Metal Beverage 

Can Return (D 

Hogg et al., 2011) 

Subsides (Allison 

et al., 2020) 

Encourage behavior 

change at the household 

level 

• It requires 

extensive behavior 

change campaigns 

• Non-standard 

subsides resources for 

different communities 

• Home 

composting schemes 

• Waste 

prevention subsidies 

• Loyalty card 

scheme 

• … 

Food Waste 

Composting (M 

Farrell et al., 2010) 

Tradable Permit 

System (Peake et 

al., 2020) 

Provide flexibility to all 

local authorities with 

responsibility for waste 

• It is hard to track 

the permit fund usage 

• Higher 

Compliance cost than 

for taxes 

• Disposal 

• Packaging 
UK’s Packaging 

Recovery Note 

System (Bailey et 
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disposal al., 2004) 

According to Hogg et al. (2011), in general, the evidence of prevention effects is strongest 122 

for product taxes when we think of economic impacts at national level. Furthermore, the use 123 

case in the UK of Packaging Recovery Note System (PRNs) enhances the flexibility for local 124 

authorities and organizations to participate in the waste prevention process, where it brings 125 

responsible companies and consumers into the game. However, there are limitations for the 126 

PRN system; for example, the customer cannot verify if the product is recyclable, or their 127 

company could just buy the recovery notes without using the actual recyclable contents. There 128 

is mistrust between plastic companies and customers on the type and recyclability of plastic 129 

products and whether such products will be recycled. In the aim to reduce the mistrust and 130 

confusion between customers and companies, this paper designs a plastic credit system in order 131 

to improve the plastic quality. 132 

2.2 Blockchain infrastructure design choices 133 

Blockchain is a shared and trusted distributed ledger technology that permits the recording 134 

of any digital asset transaction between parties over a decentralized, encrypted network, which 135 

is initially developed as a mechanism to record financial transactions (Liu et al., 2018). There 136 

are three main types of blockchain that correspond to participation method: public, consortium 137 

and private blockchains (Jiang et al., 2018).  138 

In the public blockchain, participants are allowed to take part anonymously, and access the 139 

network and blockchain without permission. The transactions on the blockchain are available 140 

for checking, and all peers are allowed to make transactions (Jaag et al., 2017). In the 141 
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consortium blockchain, access and update operations are only allowed for members of the 142 

consortium. Only the selected set of nodes are responsible for validating the blockchain in the 143 

network (Marc et al., 2016). The private blockchain is applied in private organizations for 144 

database management and auditing (Gramoli et al., 2020).  145 

In considering the public access requirement from the plastic users, operation efficiency 146 

and confidentiality between manufacturers and producers, this paper adapts a hybrid blockchain 147 

infrastructure to accommodate all requirements. With reference to the model proposed in (Xu J 148 

et al., 2019), such infrastructure ensures the data privacy while supporting fast and secure public 149 

access for industrial level applications.   150 

3. System model 151 

In this section the system model for the blockchain-enabled plastic credit management 152 

system PlasticChain is presented. 153 

3.1 Model description 154 

PlasticChain is a plastic product-based blockchain system in which products containing 155 

raw plastic are produced by private sector plastic manufacturers. The label on the plastic product 156 

gives the plastic credit information, and may also contain the plastic type and composition 157 

(given on a voluntary basis). Users are able to collect the plastic information from the label and 158 

verify its authenticity on PlasticChain. The plastic products are labelled by manufacturers where 159 

the corresponding factory or company is responsible for providing the correct information to 160 

customers. The information is distributed in an off-chain manner so that it is not directly 161 

involved in the blockchain. As illustrated in Fig. 1, PlasticChain can be divided into several 162 
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different components described as follows: 163 

(1) CreditChain: is a public blockchain for storing the plastic credit information for 164 

registered plastic products and companies. It is a permission-less blockchain that allows anyone 165 

to read information and mine it at any time. CreditChain is composed of a series of CBlocks, 166 

and it expands continuously with more user nodes on board. Each CBlock contains the 167 

information of the credit check and encapsulates user activities. 168 

(2) M-InfoChain: is a consortium blockchain for storing manufacturers’ document 169 

contracts and production information. Consortium members, the registered producers and 170 

manufacturers, need to publish their means of production, which are then added as a transaction 171 

by the consortium members appending to the M-InfoChain. At each timeframe, manufacturer 172 

nodes select a leader for aggregating valid transactions and generating new blocks (MBlock) on 173 

M-InfoChain. Some events, such as production line upgrade or change of product design, will 174 

result in credit updates on M-InfoChain, and will call the contract to update information on 175 

CreditChain by Mi. 176 

(3) Producer Nodes: A producer node (Pi) is a company that produces raw plastic material, 177 

e.g., plastic bags, films, and bottles. Products from producer nodes may consist of various types 178 

of plastic such as PET, PP, HDPE, etc., all of which have different degrees of recyclability. All 179 

raw plastic material from producer nodes needs to be registered and verified by uploading their 180 

production contract codes to the M-InfoChain. The production contract codes contain formula 181 

and composition documents based on their production lines, where credit is then calculated by 182 

the plastic type and quantity. It then needs to be checked and verified by consortium members 183 

via consensus coordination in order to be valid for production. Consortium members must 184 
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continuously provide production information for credit updating. 185 

(4) Manufacturer Nodes: A manufacturer node (Mi) is a company that purchases raw plastic 186 

material from producer (Pi) to contain or package their product, e.g., shampoo, juice, milk. An 187 

example could be Innocent, which sells drinks in plastic containers (Wikipedia, 2020). The 188 

product credit value is calculated based on the raw plastic material credit information from M-189 

InfoChain. Thus, the manufacturer and producer nodes form a consortium blockchain where 190 

their behavior is restricted by the rules of the consortium. Each of the manufacture production 191 

logs needs to be verified by submitting the factory production history logs to the consortium 192 

network. 193 

(5) User Nodes: An ordinary customer can be viewed as a user node (Ui) in PlasticChain. 194 

The user node can enquire about the plastic credit information from the PlasticChain by 195 

aggregating and encrypting data from plastic products. The lightweight user nodes will only 196 

download the block headers from CreditChain as mobile miners. The credit information from 197 

CreditChain will supplement the credit check for plastic credits, but at the same time 198 

lightweight user nodes cannot generate, publish, or verify credit information. 199 

 200 
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Fig. 1. System model of PlasticChain. 201 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, each node in the PlasticChain is connected to the chain with the 202 

data flow. User nodes read plastic information from plastic product labels in order to check the 203 

product information from CreditChain. User nodes Ui encapsulate read operation into a 204 

transaction and sends to the CreditChain, where the check history is also recorded on-chain. Mi 205 

and Pi encrypts the document for means of production and sends the encrypted transaction in 206 

the form of contract address to the M-InfoChain. The transaction generated from the Mi node 207 

calls the plastic credit scheme to output the credit score and update to the CreditChain 208 

periodically, or on event triggers.  209 

In addition, government and recyclers can also join PlasticChain. Recyclers are plastic 210 

waste collectors/management companies with Know Your Customer (KYC) on CreditChain, 211 

and who are capable of writing transactions. And so, recyclers can provide more accurate credit 212 

information by providing plastic feedback from the society. Both government and recycler 213 

nodes are optional for this system, but they are envisioned for future integration. The 214 

government node can play the role of auditor, which is formulated by government or regulatory 215 

bodies of the environment sector and can verify the validity of manufacturer document contracts 216 

and production information at any time by joining the consortium network on M-InfoChain. 217 

Furthermore, the government node could suspend or terminate producer or manufacturer nodes 218 

in the case of fraudulent or illegal actions. 219 

3.2 Design principles 220 

In a distributed system with the integration of public and consortium blockchains, the 221 

infrastructure should be efficient, accountable, and confidential (Onik et al., 2018). To achieve 222 
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a reliable plastic credit system, the infrastructure design should uphold the following principles: 223 

(1) Efficiency: The system should be able to support large volumes of user enquiries and 224 

check histories in a low latency and high throughput manner. In the Paxos-based or Byzantine 225 

Fault Tolerance (BFT) consensus mechanism, the performance of the network will decrease as 226 

the number of nodes increases, thus affecting the user experience in a plastic credit search. 227 

(2) Accountability: In order to prevent fraudulent and unfaithful disputes in plastic 228 

production, the consortium network in M-InfoChain must be responsible for publishing 229 

production contracts and information; it should also able to manage and withstand malicious 230 

attacks. Government and regulatory sectors are allowed to audit the means of production to 231 

ensure accountability of the credit system. 232 

(3) Transparency: M-InfoChain provides a consortium community among plastic 233 

producers and manufacturers, where the plastic production is continuously monitored and 234 

checked by consortium members, thus forming a self-regulated body with transparent 235 

production histories. CreditChain also provides a window for the public to inspect and audit the 236 

plastic manufacture and usage, where credit information is stored and shared in a transparent 237 

and untampered manner. 238 

4. PlasticChain scheme 239 

A description of the PlasticChain scheme includes types of transactions in PlasticChain, 240 

block design, and consensus process coordination. 241 

4.1 Overall description 242 

PlasticChain is a blockchain for manufacturers and producers to publish their means of 243 

production for the purpose of credit rating, and for public users to check the credit of a product 244 
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or company. It consists of two sub-chains for achieving the functionality, known as, respectively, 245 

CreditChain and M-InfoChain. 246 

The implementation of the PlasticChain scheme is based on data collection interface with 247 

manufacturer and producer nodes, Mi, Pi, and user nodes, Ui. The application interface provides 248 

means of production contract generation, plastic product manufacture information, and credit 249 

search. Contracts or checking histories are then encapsulated as transactions writing on 250 

blockchains, where consensus mechanisms in its corresponding sub-chain will check and verify 251 

to generate a new block. The information in the transaction is stored in a Merkle tree, and the 252 

header contains the hash of previous blocks, index, timestamp, nonce, etc. The smart contract 253 

on M-InfoChain calls the credit update to send information to CreditChain, where the data is 254 

next transmitted in the P2P network. And Ui on CreditChain updates the credit information by 255 

broadcasting it to the network peers. The workflow is depicted in Fig. 2. 256 
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 257 

Fig. 2. System model of PlasticChain. 258 

4.2 Transaction and block structures 259 

All activities are written on the blockchain as transactions. By aggregating transactions, it 260 

generates a candidate block for the consensus layer to select. In order to interact with multiple 261 

stakeholders, there are two types of blocks on sub-chains, identified as, respectively, MBlock 262 

and CBlock. According to the transaction (TX) types, each type of block contains two different 263 

types of the transaction, depending on the action performed by participants. 264 

(1) Transaction structure: contains information about the operation from the node in the 265 

network. The transaction format can be represented as follows: 266 

  , , , , ,, , , , /i j i j i j i j i jTX H version ID TS I O=  (1) 267 
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Ui,j, Mi,j or Pi,j generates TXi,j to transmit their demands information to the sub-chains, 268 

where i and j are the identifiers for, respectively, the node and the raw plastic/plastic product. 269 

Hi,j is the hash value for the transaction, and version is the version number of the transaction in 270 

correspondence with its sub-chain. IDi,j is the transaction index assigned by the blockchain, and 271 

TSi,j is the timestamp for the time lock of this particular transaction being received. The I / Oi,j 272 

is the input and out messages for the transaction content where the script information in the 273 

TXi,j identifies the demand types and contents. A typical I / Oi,j message is: 274 

 

,

75 51 2 2 3 439....'',

" ":  " 9 293

/ :{" ":[...]

'' '' :[{ : '' '',

'' ''

59 332 ...

: ''

}]" 

},

i j

cd c

I O prevOut

out type

ha ds g hh

script fe efb ar ec

sh



 (2) 275 

where prevOut contains the header information assigned from the sub-chain; out is the 276 

transaction body that contains the message type,  , hash value of the transaction, and script 277 

details. The script is encoded in hexadecimal and the value of   is listed as: 278 

 

_ _ ,

1 _ _ _ ,

2 _

3 _

0

=

credit check enquiry

means of production contract

manufacture log

audition inspection










，

，

，

，

，
 (3) 279 

(2) Block structure: Nodes will broadcast their transactions in the network, and network 280 

peers will check the signature and encrypt the transactions received in one timeframe into a 281 

block for verification. Except for the genesis block on the two sub-chains, the block structure 282 

is presented in Eq. (4).  283 
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1
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  ,  ,  ,  ,

     

  /  ,

 

{

,  ,  ,  .

}

i i i previous

merkle i i
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i i i i i

MBlock CBlock H version H

RT TS Nonce Array TX

where

H Hash M C Block

H Hash ID TS En Sig

−=

=

 (4) 284 
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The first (genesis) block does not contain the previous block hash Hprevious. The block 285 

structure for CreditChain and M-InfoChain is the same, with the only difference being the 286 

transaction information Array [TXi] in the block. Hi is the hash value of the block generated by 287 

the node, and RTmerkle is the root of the Merkle tree for transactions. And version, TSi, and Nonce, 288 

represent, respectively, the version number for the blockchain, time stamps, and current nonce. 289 

The hash functions for calculating the previous and current block are defined above, where the 290 

key components include block index IDi, timestamp TSi, encrypted block contents Eni, and 291 

digital signature of the node, Sigi. 292 

4.3 Consensus coordination 293 

4.3.1 CreditChain 294 

In CreditChain, the customer checks the product credit randomly accessed by the User 295 

nodes in the P2P network. After receiving the query request from the customer, Ui aggregates 296 

and encapsulates it into a transaction which is then broadcast to other Ui nodes. Once the 297 

transaction is verified by transaction signature, structure and size, the transaction will be added 298 

to a new generated CBlock as check history log. Credit information is then retrieved from 299 

CreditChain. 300 

Since CreditChain is a public blockchain with permission-less features for customers 301 

(except for the potential KYC registered recyclers), anyone is able to access the blockchain so 302 

that Sybile attack is most likely to occur by flooding check enquiries. Proof-of-Work (PoW)-303 

based consensus mechanism is chosen to select the leader for block generation. The leader node 304 

L(Ui) sacrifices computational power to gain the leadership and stands with Sybil attacks. PoW 305 

on CreditChain adopts the classic puzzle game to search for a nonce, N, that is smaller than the 306 
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target value, where the target value is set to accommodate the average block generation time. 307 

The first customer node that finds the nonce, N, will be the leader in this round. 308 

4.3.2 M-InfoChain 309 

M-InfoChain is a consortium blockchain composed of two types of accounting nodes 310 

plastic producers, Pi and product manufacturers, Mi. Only Pi and Mi are authorised to aggregate 311 

transactions generated by the product contract codes and production logs and add new MBlocks 312 

to M-InfoChain. In order to reduce the computation cost for PlasticChain, a PBFT-based 313 

consensus mechanism is designed for M-InfoChain, where the algorithm design is 314 

demonstrated in Algorithm1. The consensus is achieved to decide the validity of a block. 315 

Accounting nodes in the system share messages among each other to commit a block to the 316 

chain. Malicious or dishonest nodes may broadcast tampered/fake blocks. As a result, the block 317 

could be identified by the most members of the nodes in the entire network. 318 

Algorithm 1 Consensus Mechanism on M-InfoChain 

msg(block); roundTime ← null  

function Request(TXs(C/P_logs))  

State = NEW_ROUND 

proposer = get_proposer_address(M-InfoChain) 

if(current_miner == proposer) 

block = create_block(C/P_pool) 

broadcast_block(block) 

State = PRE_PREPARED 

end function 
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function Pre_Prepared(msg(block)) 

ON msg(block).type == PRE_PREPARED 

verify_block, validator(msg(block)) 

broadcast_prepare(msg(block)) 

State = PREPARED 

end function 

 

function Prepared(msg(block)) 

ON msg(block).type == PREPARE 

verify_prepare, validator(msg(block).prepare) 

prepare_POOL.add(msg(block).prepare) 

 

if(prepare POOL.length >2f+1) 

broadcast_commit(msg(block).prepare) 

State = COMMITTED 

end function 

 

function Committed(msg(block)) 

ON msg(block).type == COMMIT 

verify_commit, validator(msg(block).commit) 

commit_POOL.add(msg(block).commit) 
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if(commit_POOL.length >2f+1) 

commit_list = commit_POOL.get_commits() 

MBlock = block.append(commit_list) 

M-InfoChain.append(MBlock) 

State = FINAL_COMMITTED 

end function 

 

NEW_ROUND() 

Each accounting node on M-InfoChain has five states at different sessions and messages 319 

during the new block msg(block) generation. In a new round, a proposer is selected in a round-320 

robin fashion who sends a new block proposal which may contain the plastic contract codes or 321 

product production logs (C/P_logs). Then other accounting nodes become the validators 322 

awaiting entry to the PRE_PREPARED state. Validators will verify the proposed message with 323 

a new block and broadcast the prepare message to other validators. Both producer nodes Pi and 324 

manufacturer nodes Mi need to check the validity and authenticity of the means of production 325 

information, which forms a self-regulated body in the industry. They need to wait for 2f+1 326 

prepare messages, and then enter the PREPARED state, where a validator waits for 2f+1 327 

commit messages and then enters the COMMITTED state. Validators append the 2f+1 commit 328 

messages into the block and add this new MBlock to M-InfoChain; they move into the 329 

FINAL_COMMITTED state after successfully adding a new block to M-InfoChain, where a 330 

new round will be initiated with a new proposer election. 331 
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Since PBFT can only tolerate the number of faulty nodes as less than one-third of all the 332 

nodes, it requires 3f+1 nodes in the system, where f is the maximum number of faulty nodes in 333 

the consortium. Therefore, 2f+1 approval from validator nodes is required when making 334 

decisions, and the more honest nodes on M-InfoChain, the more secure the consortium will be. 335 

The communication process is illustrated in Fig. 3. Moreover, when the credit information for 336 

plastic products changes on M-InfoChain, it automatically calls the smart contract to update the 337 

product information on CreditChain so that customers, Ui, are able to retrieve the latest credit 338 

information; and it links two sub-blockchains in an event-trigger manner. 339 

 340 

Fig. 3. The communication process on M-InfoChain. 341 

5. Performance evaluation 342 

In this section we examine the economic performance of the PlasticChain from the 343 

perspective of market mechanisms and consumer behavior, and thereafter analyze the  344 

computational and communication performance in order to evaluate overall system 345 

performance. 346 

5.1 Economic impact 347 

Plastic products, especially plastic packaging, have various substitutes in terms of plastic-348 

type, composition and compound type. The plastic-type plays an important role, not only as a 349 
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communication instrument between businesses and customers, but also in attracting the 350 

attention of consumers (Orzan et al., 2018). In order to analyze the full economic impacts of 351 

the PlasticChain credit, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive analysis. We intend to carry 352 

out a thorough economic impact analysis in forthcoming research; however, at this stage we 353 

can deduce some possible economic impacts from the economic literature. 354 

The plastic credit system is built on the assumption that, with appropriate information, 355 

customers will decide to purchase more recyclable and sustainable plastic products. So let us 356 

first examine how information can actually change consumer behavior. 357 

In support of this assumption are several studies, where choice experiments for the number 358 

of product attributes presented to customers conducted by (Gao et al., 2009) suggest people’s 359 

willingness to pay for some independent attributes in the food sector. Furthermore, authors in 360 

(Ward et al., 2011) suggest that information on certain energy usage for household appliances 361 

can increase their customers’ willingness to pay. But a study conducted by the United States 362 

Department of Agriculture (Tegene A et al., 2003) is particularly interesting to our case. The 363 

study presents empirical evidence on consumer willingness to pay for biotech food based on 364 

the presence or absence of information labels. The research shows that particularly scientific 365 

information, i.e. demonstrable information, can increase consumer willingness to pay and thus 366 

shift the demand curve. It is therefore reasonable to expect that, in the implementation of plastic 367 

credit, customers will be increasingly inclined to purchase products due to the transparent and 368 

verifiable information given through the blockchain system. 369 

The PlasticChain system promotes plastic products with higher recyclability by adding up 370 

a credit profile for the product and its corresponding company. Our second assumption is that 371 
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consumers are willing to pay a premium for plastic products with higher levels of recyclability 372 

and thus which are more sustainable for the environment. Also, in this case the literature is 373 

ample, and includes organic food (EJ Van Loo et al., 2011), sustainable apparel (Hustvedt et al., 374 

2008), among others. Recent studies (Katt F, et al., 2020; Merlino V.M. et al., 2020) have 375 

demonstrated the strong tendency for customers to purchase at a premium the products 376 

associated with environmental sustainability, recyclability and green features. Therefore, here 377 

too we can deduce that by introducing the PlasticChain we will observe a demand shift towards 378 

more recyclable plastic products.  379 

The literature shows that the introduction of the PlasticChain may move consumers 380 

towards plastic products if information on recyclability is demonstrable; they are also willing 381 

to pay a premium for higher recyclable products. Our next step is to study the equilibrium 382 

conditions between consumer demand and plastic recyclable products. At present, the 383 

production of products made with recyclable plastic is more expensive than plastic made with 384 

raw materials (Gu F et al., 2017). We therefore need to model which level of recyclability will 385 

be acceptable for both consumers and producers in order obtain market clearing.  386 

5.2 Computational and communication performance 387 

Within this three-part section we implement the prototype of our proposed PlasticChain to 388 

evaluate the cost for computation and communication. We start by measuring the time 389 

consumption of processing the four types of transactions. Meanwhile, the computational time 390 

of different operations (algorithms) used as the components in the transaction is described. In 391 

the second part, the key parameters for designing MBlock and CBlock are used to estimate the 392 

capacity of these two types of block. Thirdly, we present the computational cost and 393 
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communication overhead for the four types of transactions in our PlasticChain. 394 

In the evaluation, we use two conventional computers (with Intel i5-4200H processor 395 

running at 3.30GHz) as a producer and a customer, and one small workstation (with Intel i7-396 

8700 processor running at 4.20GHz) as a manufacturer to build up the simulation platform. The 397 

prototypes of M-InfoChain and CreditChain in our proposed PlasticChain are implemented with 398 

Python, a blockchain simulator called BLOCKBENCH (Dinh et al., 2017). To estimate the 399 

computational time cost and communication overhead of our prototypes of M-InfoChain and 400 

CreditChain, Hyperledger Fabric (version 2.2, PBFT-based consensus mechanism for 401 

consortium blockchains) is chosen to simulate the M-InfoChain, and Ethereum (PoW-based 402 

consensus mechanism for public blockchains) is selected to simulate the CreditChain in 403 

BLOCKBENCH. In addition, 256-bit ECDSA for signature, 128-bit AES for symmetric 404 

encryption, and SHA256 are used to measure the processing time of transactions with the 405 

cryptographic library, OpenSSL. Note that the selected key length (or hash length) can ensure 406 

that our prototype meets 128-bit security (Barker et al., 2012) in our experiments. 407 

5.2.1 Processing time of transactions 408 

To measure the processing time of different types of transactions, we measure the time 409 

consumption of the used major cryptographic operations on both the conventional computer 410 

(PC) and the workstation, with results shown in Table 1. Next, we thoroughly evaluate the time 411 

cost for generating four types of transactions designed in PlasticChain, including the transaction 412 

of contract codes, (TXcc), the transaction of production log, (TXpl), the transaction of credit 413 

updates, (TXcu), and the transaction of log check, (TXlc). According to the observed transactions 414 

in the simulator and the measured time cost of used cryptographic operations shown in Table 1, 415 
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the average time to compute TXcc, TXpl, TXcu and TXlc is 9.773 ms, 13.475 ms, 6.618 ms, and 416 

7.862 ms, respectively. Note that all the time results are the average of the results from 10,000 417 

repeated experiments. 418 

Table 1. The time cost of the major used cryptographic operations. 419 

Operation PC (ms) Workstation (ms) 

AES-128 (1MB, encrypt) 12.8 11.5 

AES-128 (1MB, decrypt) 12.1 11.0 

SHA-256 0.00501 0.00439 

ECDSA (sign) 0.478 0.425 

ECDSA (verify) 0.872 0.834 

5.2.2 Capacity of the block 420 

Based on our proposed block structures for M-InfoChain and CreditChain in Section III.b, 421 

it is necessary to regulate the length of the block header and body to determine the capacity of 422 

the block. In the block header, the lengths of Prehash, Index, and Merkle root are all set as 256 423 

bits. Meanwhile, the lengths of Time (GMT) and Nonce are defined as 32 bits. On the other 424 

hand, in the block body, the lengths of Hash, ID and Signature are set as 256 bits, since it uses 425 

SHA256 and 256-bit ECDSA in our experiments. Therefore, the length setting of the key 426 

parameters in the block is summarized in Table 2. 427 

The lengths of TXcc, TXpl, TXcu and TXlc are 1004, 274, 236, and 236 Bytes, respectively. 428 

After considering the size of the Merkle tree structure and other essential information, we find 429 

that 1MB MBlock can contain 981 TXcc or 3102 TXpl, whilst 1MB CBlock can contain 3495 430 

TXcu or TXlc. When we assume one MBlock and one CBlock are generated per minute, the 431 
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throughput of M-InfoChain can reach 16 TXcc or 51 TXpl per second, and the throughput of 432 

CreditChain can reach 58 TXcu or TXlc per second. 433 

Table 2. The length (bits) of the parameters in each block. 434 

Header 

Prehash Index Nonce Merkle root Time 

256 256 32 256 32 

Body 

ID Signature Timestamp Hash  

256 256 32 256  

5.2.3 Computational cost and communication overhead 435 

The next step is to demonstrate the computational cost and the communication overhead 436 

for M-InfoChain and CreditChain in our PlasticChain. Since customers can check the log or 437 

update the credit more frequently when compared with the contracts and production log 438 

uploading from the producers, we assume that a TXcc and a TXpl are generated every 120 minutes 439 

in M-InfoChain, and a TXcu and a TXlc are generated every 10 minutes in CreditChain by setting 440 

the mining difficulty and broadcasting latency in the simulator. Our experimental results are 441 

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Note that the communication overhead is measured by capturing the 442 

network packets in the communications between the manufacturer computer and the producer 443 

computer, and between the manufacturer computer and the customer computer. 444 

It is clear that both the computational cost and the communication overhead present the 445 

linear trend of increase as the usage time of PlasticChain grows. As depicted in Fig. 4, the time 446 

costs for computing transactions on M-InfoChain and CreditChain are 100.4 seconds and 750.6 447 

seconds, respectively when the running time of PlasticChain reaches twelve months. 448 

Meanwhile, the communication overheads shown in Fig. 5 for transmitting transactions on M-449 
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InfoChain and CreditChain are 5.80MB and 29.67MB, respectively when the running time of 450 

PlasticChain reaches twelve months. 451 

For the designed consortium blockchain M-InfoChain, Hyperledger Fabric (PBFT-based) 452 

is selected in the simulation because its consistency is better than the public blockchains e.g., 453 

Ethereum (PoW-based) and Parity (PoA-based) (Dinh et al., 2017). Therefore, the PBFT 454 

consensus mechanism is more secure against security attacks forking the blockchain. However, 455 

the scalability of consortium blockchain using PBFT is limited because a consortium 456 

blockchain requires more consensus nodes to validate a transaction when compared with other 457 

public blockchains (Dinh et al., 2018). The number of producers is far fewer than the number 458 

of customers in our plastic management scenario, and hence a consortium blockchain is only 459 

used for the M-InfoChain. 460 

For the designed public blockchain CreditChain, Ethereum (PoW-based) is applied in the 461 

simulation due to its higher scalability, which is more resilient to node failures; but one 462 

bottleneck of public blockchains is their vulnerability to forking attacks when the blockchain 463 

network scale is small (Li et al., 2020). In the proposed solution, the reason for choosing public 464 

blockchain as the CreditChain is that the scale of the customers is much larger than that of the 465 

producers so that enough nodes can be involved in the consensus process to avoid the forking 466 

issue. 467 

Conversely, large communication overhead and low consensus efficiency are another two 468 

common bottlenecks of public blockchains (Xiao et al., 2020). Given that the scale of the 469 

CreditChain (public blockchain) is large, and numerous nodes are involved in processing 470 

transactions, high capacity and throughput network and high-performance nodes should be 471 
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considered to sustain large communication overhead and support the highly efficient execution 472 

of consensus protocols in constructing the network infrastructure for the deployment of this 473 

blockchain-enabled solution to waste management. 474 

 475 

Fig. 4. The computational cost for generating transactions on M-InfoChain and CreditChain. 476 
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 477 

Fig. 5. The communication overhead for generating transactions on M-InfoChain and 478 

CreditChain. 479 

6. Conclusions and future works 480 

This paper has proposed a blockchain-based PlasticChain to generate and audit plastic 481 

products among manufacturers, producers, and customers. PlasticChain introduces the plastic 482 

credit into the market and integrates both plastic producers and customers. The system is 483 

effective in response to shifting customer demand towards more recyclable plastics, as it 484 

provides a unified and unambiguous system of reference.  485 

The PlasticChain credit system uses a consortium blockchain M-InfoChain to ensure that 486 

the means of production for plastic products are audited by consortium members, thus allowing 487 

a self-regulatory body to be established between manufacturers and producers. Furthermore, 488 

the public blockchain CreditChain not only provides a platform but also a unified credit system 489 
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for customers to securely check credit information on plastic recyclability. The system has been 490 

evaluated by means of an economic analysis (cost and demand), and by studying blockchain 491 

system performance (computational cost and transaction overhead). Results are summarized as 492 

follows: 493 

• The economic analysis has demonstrated that demand could be shifted to 494 

mitigate the plastic product cost increase.  495 

• The performance analysis of the computational and communication costs 496 

indicates that PlasticChain does not require a large amount of time or throughput 497 

to deal with transactions, so that it is indeed lightweight in reducing the resource 498 

requirement for the system maintenance. 499 

However, in order to evaluate the projected amount of plastic waste to be reduced, the 500 

model does not provide sufficient variables for evaluation. Further information on the 501 

blockchain, e.g., customer check logs and access location, can be analyzed as indicators of 502 

pricing strategies for plastic product companies. A more precise pricing strategy for promoting 503 

increased numbers of recyclable plastic products would be beneficial towards the development 504 

of a positive feedback loop to reduce plastic waste. In addition, the impact of more advanced 505 

technique-assisted waste management systems discussed by Mousavi et al. (2020) and 506 

Mehrpooya et al. (2020), known as the exergoenvironmental method, will be considered in 507 

future work on environmental impacts.  508 
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